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Many legal professionals don’t see a problem with their process for selecting expert witnesses 
— if they even have a process. In today’s metrics-driven world, the status quo still seems to be 
relying on mental rolodexes or rolling the dice with someone found online. This means that even 
if you identify a witness who was helpful in a previous matter, if the lead attorney didn’t record that 
anywhere or has since left the firm, you’re still starting from scratch when vetting them.

In this guide, we’ll walk through how to create and implement a system that gives detailed insight 
into witness performance and expertise and is accessible to anyone in the firm. Using and refining 
this system will ensure that you can easily choose the best witness for your matter, every time. 

What witness selection looks like today
It’s that time again: time to find an expert witness. Without giving much thought, you draft a firm-wide 
email with the subject line “Sorry to interrupt, but does anyone know an expert in X?” Thus begins 
the long slog of either vetting the recommendations of coworkers or spending hours searching 
online for the right experts to interview, hoping that one of them fits the bill. 

It often takes considerable manual effort to secure an expert for a case, and there’s no guaranteeing 
that they’re the best choice. Perhaps in past matters, a witness had substantive testimony but the 
delivery was cagey, so the jury didn’t buy it or opposing counsel moved to impeach. Or just maybe, 
they did a fantastic job all around and your team believes that their testimony made the case. 

There’s nothing you can do about questionable performance if you aren’t aware of past assess-
ments (if there are any) when you make your selection. Witness assessments may be on book-
shelves or scattered between sticky notes, in the heads of peers at the firm, and in that binder you 
spilled coffee on. And, let’s not forget the least useful location of all: buried in the depths of your 
inbox in a “does-anyone-know-an-expert” email chain.

The worst nightmare is the one you don’t know you’re having. Being unable to cobble 
these insights together in a meaningful way is compounded by the fact that you don’t 
even know that you should look for them. 

Fortunately, there’s a better way to preserve and leverage insights like credibility, persuasiveness, 
and hourly rates when selecting expert witnesses.
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Modernizing witness selection 
with an assessment program
Systemizing, scaling and sharing your firm’s witness databases (even if files were only stored 
mentally) can only serve to improve witness selection, and don’t require a painful process. 

You can select the best possible expert witnesses for every case by following these best practices:

1) Get buy-in
Change can be hard, but it doesn’t have to be. Many firms don’t have a burning desire to imple-
ment a new approach unless the status quo causes pain or risk, and making material changes to 
your witness selection process is no exception. Improved witness selection protocols can offer 
substantial, tangible benefits that make securing firmwide support a far less daunting task.

When making your pitch to partners, don’t shy away from revisiting old wounds. In highlighting the 
need to improve witness selection, it may help to recall the time that a witness was impeached 
because of the shifty way they said “no” in a deposition, or because you’ve used them a bit too 
often — and they were even hired again! 

These are precisely the types of nightmare scenarios that optimizing your witness selection process 
can help you to avoid. Recounting examples like these to your team can highlight the risks of 
perpetuating the witness selection status quo.

Another point you can emphasize is that your attorneys only have so much time to review and 
prepare witnesses for deposition or trial. A more efficient witness selection process would free up 
billable time to spend on higher-value interaction and case development effort.
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2) Building a standardized witness assessment matrix
Once you’ve committed to optimizing your witness selection process, the next step is to decide on 
the factors you will use to assess witness performance. This may rely on quantifiable or qualitative 
perspectives, depending on how you want to frame performance. Your firm’s objectives, expert 
witness portfolio, and usage should inform how you measure the success of your new witness 
selection process.

First steps to quantify witness performance

If this type of measurement is new to your firm, you may find it uncomfortable at first to quantify the 
more subjective aspects of witness performance. For example, you may want to start by gener-
ating scores via a checklist of yes/no questions about witness performance in the areas your firm 
decided to focus on, such as:

1. Was the witness receptive to performance coaching?

2. Did the witness deliver testimony without contradicting themself?

3. Did the witness avoid impeachment? 

4. Did the witness come off as credible and knowledgeable?

5. How knowledgeable was the witness on [topic]?

6. Did the witness meet the Daubert standard? 

Tally a point for each “yes” answer (you might find that it makes sense to weigh some questions 
more heavily than others). The total number of points you tally will give you a quantified case impact 
score for each witness as calculated by non-numerical factors.

Ratings and scales

Now that you’re growing accustomed to assigning numbers to witness performance, you can 
evaluate factors such as substance, credibility, and cooperativeness on a scale of “1, extremely 
harmful” to “5, extremely helpful.” The aggregate score then serves as an Overall Case Impact 
Rating. Again, you may weigh certain factors as more important than others and reflect that weight-
ing in the final Overall Case Impact Rating. If all of this simply sounds like too much math, you can 
skip factor-specific measurement and opt for one witness score that encompasses everything. 

Dive deeper with tags

You can make these assessments even more robust and actionable by adding a tagging scheme. 
Just as you tag documents in discovery or excerpts within deposition transcripts, you can apply 
tags to each witness assessment such as which subjects the witness testified about in a particular 
deposition or for a particular case, which you’d retain them for again, and which you would not 
use them for. 

To implement this witness tagging protocol, you can start by applying the tags and tag groups 
you already use in ediscovery or on your deposition transcripts for each matter. Next you need to 
select an expert witness, you can use these tags as keyword search terms within your new witness 
assessment database to quickly identify and shortlist the best options. With this approach, you no 
longer have to start at zero (or with a desperate does-anyone-know-an-expert email) to find the 
right expert witness for your case.
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3) Designate a single place for witness assessments
Once you’ve established a standardized matrix for assessing expert witness performance, it’s 
critical to have a centralized place where all attorneys can access this information. This can be as 
simple as a spreadsheet, either updated directly by each attorney or auto-populated by submis-
sions via an online survey tool; a customer relationship management (CRM) platform that you may 
already use to manage your client relationships; or a case management or deposition review 
platform such as DISCO Case Builder.

When figuring out where you want your witness assessments to live, consider your attorneys’ 
comfort level when adopting new tools. Keep it simple whenever possible. Improving witness 
selection shouldn’t require significant investment or hard-to-use technology. Modern software 
often has a low barrier of entry in terms of learning curve and cost, but sometimes the technology 
you already have may fit the bill just fine. 

4) Take it to the cloud
All of this witness performance analysis is only as valuable as it is accessible by any litigator in your 
organization. Attorneys searching for witness assessments may not have been on a case involving 
those witnesses and so rely heavily on data provided by other litigators. Add in the possibility that 
assessing attorneys may no longer be at the organization and the need for a centralized repository 
of all witness assessments only becomes more apparent. Solutions in the cloud enable attorneys 
to access this critical information anytime, from anywhere. 

Another important consideration is the devices on which attorneys will consult and submit this infor-
mation. In an increasingly virtual work environment, this list grows every day to include attorneys’ 
phones, tablets, desktop computers, and personal laptops. The need for flexible and adaptable 
data access positions a cloud-based solution well to support the success of your witness selection 
program. No matter where your colleagues are or how they’re logging in, every attorney can make 
rapid yet well-informed witness selection decisions that can and will only improve over time.
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5) Measuring the success of your program
As you grow accustomed to recording all witness assessments in a single, cloud-based place, you 
can protect your time and resource investment by looking in the mirror on a regular basis. Make 
it a habit to review the process and the key metrics you initially selected to determine if you’re 
achieving your goals for the program and how to refine and improve it over time. You can frame 
these high-level measurements with questions such as:

 ■ What percentage of our expert witness interviews and retainers are being evaluated via the matrix? 

 ■ Where have we made notable decisions NOT to retain a witness based on the data we collect 
via this program?

 ■ What trends do we see that could help us further improve witness selection (perhaps by case type, 
practice area, jury/judge expert, rebuttal performance, etc.)?

 ■ Have we experienced improved outcomes since implementing the new protocol (e.g., case 
outcomes, jury feedback on witnesses, reduction of impeachment, etc.)? 

Conclusion
As you look back on your progress towards improved witness selection and assessment, don’t 
forget to celebrate your victories. By optimizing your witness selection methodology in these ways, 
you can be more confident that you’re selecting the best possible witness for a case and in the 
most efficient manner possible.

DISCO Case Builder can help you get more value from your witness assessment program. If you’re 
open to discussing your witness selection process and how Case Builder’s searchable witness 
dossiers, case impact assessments, testimony topic summaries, and more can help you take your 
program to the next level, please reach out to us.


